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2022

WARDEN'S REPORT

Our last 12 months at Palmer
have revealed an enduring
expectation that we will
return to a place we call
normal. But as I have come
to find – and I expect you
may have as well – the
place we call normal is
elusive. It’s a place we can’t
quite identify and we haven’t
yet made a safe landing
back to life as it was before
the pandemic.

Because of this reality I
believe we have begun a
new search for a place that
looks different from our past.
I have come to understand
that we are moving not back
to normal, but to a new
place that requires us to
evolve, to open our hearts,
and engage differently
within and outside our walls.  
And because of the many
blessings of this holy place, I
am as optimistic as I have
ever been about our future. 

For me personally, it has
been a blessing to be your
Senior Warden for two
years. What a pleasure to
work with Neil Willard, our
wise, learned and loving
pastor who returned from
sabbatical rejuvenated and
refreshed. I give thanks for
our dear Ryan – young,
black and queer – our
Curate who will this year
bring even more love and
brightness to our
congregation as she
becomes our Associate
Rector. I give thanks for the
dedicated Staff of this parish
and for the leadership and
stamina of our Vestry and
Junior Warden.

We are blessed at Palmer
and I am thankful for the
strengths upon which we
will draw in our necessary
evolution. We will face our
challenges. The black spot
on the beautiful ceiling in
the nave will have to be
addressed in 2023. It’s likely
we will worship with
scaffolding for a while as we
begin repairs more
extensive than we had
hoped or expected. And
there are undoubtedly other
flaws – our campus is aging,
the world is unpredictable
and after all we are human. 

But we are more open than
ever before – people from
all over, my mom and dad in
New England and my
daughter Elissa in NYC
included – they now join us
regularly because of the
technology that we adopted,
bringing people together
virtually to attend bible
study, to celebrate life when
we lose a loved one, for
celebrations of baptism,
confirmation and holy
matrimony, for our small
group meetings, and of
course for Sunday worship.

continued next page

The Rector’s
Report will be
given as the
sermon at all
worship services
on Sunday,
January 22.
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WARDEN'S REPORT
CONTINUED

Junior Warden – Danna Kurtin
Clerk – Libby Spoede 
Finance – Posey Saenz and Pam Harvey
Worship – Andy Williams, Jim Rosenbach
and Libby Spoede
Outreach – Marie Wehrung and Rand Key
Good News – Lam Yu and Abigail Butler
Communications – Melanie Fahey and Danna Kurtin
Stewardship – Margie Dieter and Bet Hunter
Building and Grounds – David Candler and
Abigail Butler

We are a vessel in motion. We will make the
necessary repairs, right the ship, and build a
better place that is Palmer. We will strengthen
our presence in the neighborhood and engage
with people in our city and beyond with our
mission work. We are well on our way to
becoming a more diverse parish and that is a
wonderful thing, reflecting the city in which we
live. And continuing on that path will add
dimension to our own lives and to those of the
people we serve as God’s will be done.

As I thought about what I would say to you as I
leave this position for which I am so grateful, I
looked back at my message to you from last
year. I was struck by how much my
expectations have changed. I told you, “… we
look forward to times not far ahead, when we
will return safely to a regular practice of
coming together at Palmer.”

We have returned, but not to a place I would
call “regular” or “normal.” It’s a place we still
don’t quite recognize, an evolving place at a
time of critical importance to our future. I have
faith in Palmer, and I believe we will emerge
stronger with more vibrant life and with
renewed courage and resolve to build the
peace which passes all understanding at the
corner of Main and Cambridge.

Officers and Vestry Councils – Giving thanks
in particular to those outgoing members of the
Vestry (Bold indicating rolling off, January 2023)
along with the Clergy, the Staff and the People
of Palmer Church:

Vestry:

Chancellor – Michael Chambers
Vice Chancellor – Tom Van Arsdel
Treasurer – Larry Wood

Ryan Hawthorne – Our beloved Curate, soon
to be Associate Rector
Jack Karn – Our beloved Deacon who
promises to stay in touch and who continues
his ministry with Jerusalem Peacebuilders
Neil Willard – With his Collegial Leadership,
our Pastor and Rector

COH - Houston Police Department
Hannah Cen – Associate Organist
Ken Cowan – Organist
Jessica Evans – Finance
Sue Howard – Membership and Hospitality
Clarence Hulin – Palmer Security
Roger Hutchison – Christian Formation
Dustin Jesudason – Communications
Brady Knapp – Music
Jimmy Parrales – Palmer Sextons
Gerry Sandoval – Palmer Maintenance

The Rev'd Neil Alan Willard
The Rev'd Ryan Hawthorne
Gail Adams
Bridgette Begle
Monica Gri
Bet Hunter
Jim Key
Danna Kurtin
David Palma
David Robinson

Officers:

Palmer Clergy

Palmer Staff – Appreciation and Thanks:

Strategic Initiative Task Force

Respectfully submitted,
David W. Robinson, FAIA
Senior Warden
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STRATEGIC PLANNING PROCESS: 

In the fall of 2021, there was a consensus
among the members of Palmer’s Vestry to
engage the members of our congregation in a
strategic planning process as we look to the
future, specifically in advance of our centennial
celebration several years from now. This was
timely not only in terms of reflecting together
on our mission beyond the peak of the
pandemic as we, like every other congregation
in the United States, are reconnecting with
each other and rebuilding our relationships with
one another but also because we have known
since before the pandemic of the need to
attend to long-term financial challenges
related to the stewardship of the beautiful and
historic buildings on our church campus. In
other words, even in the absence of a global
pandemic, those challenges would be
something which we would have had to
address anyway.

There was an offer from generous Palmers to
make an anonymous financial gift in support of
a strategic planning process if that gift was
matched by other Palmers and if everyone in
the congregation was invited to participate.
That gift was received and matched, and then
Palmer also received a generous grant from
the Bishop Quin Foundation of the Episcopal
Diocese of Texas in order to be able to engage
in a robust version of a strategic planning
process.

Palmer’s Vestry voted to engage Tucker
Branham, principal of CMD (Change Develop
Move) to guide us professionally through this
process which we are calling Come. Be. Palmer.
She is an Episcopalian with a master’s degree in
philanthropy and development and a doctorate
in organizational leadership.

 Tucker created the initial survey that the entire
congregation was invited to fill out; and by the
time the third round of focus groups and other
interviews are completed in the days leading
up to our Annual Meeting, she will have
spoken face to face with nearly 100 Palmers.
That third round of focus groups includes two
on a Saturday with childcare provided in the
church nursery. Later a fourth round of focus
groups will include some opportunities for
Palmers to participate online via Zoom. So
every effort is being made to make it possible
for Palmers with various scheduling needs to
be heard.

Another part of this process is a strategic
planning task force that was appointed at the
end of last year. The members of that task
force are the Rev'd Neil Alan Willard, the Rev'd
Ryan Hawthorne, Gail Adams, Bridgette Begle,
Monica Gri, Bet Hunter, Jim Key, Danna Kurtin,
David Palma, and David Robinson. The first
meeting of this task force with Tucker is taking
place on the weekend of the Annual Meeting.

Gracious God, as we accept the invitation to
“Come. Be. Palmer.” and engage in strategic
planning together, guide us in discerning
your will for our congregation, that we may
continue to share in the City of Houston the
love of Jesus Christ, in whose name we pray.
Amen.

Submitted by The Reverend Neil Alan Willard 
Rector

COME. BE. PALMER.
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GOOD 
NEWS
COUNCIL 

This has been an incredibly rich season in the
life of Palmer. This report highlights just a few
of the many different opportunities that took
place in 2022, opportunities that provided
welcome, hospitality, and the good news... the
GREAT NEWS… of Jesus Christ. And the
congregation was overjoyed to celebrate nine
baptisms during the year. 

Here are some highlights.

Practicing Evangelism with The Reverend Scott
Gunn. This workshop, which explored concrete
ways in which we can share the good news of
Jesus Christ with our friends and neighbors,
was attended by 22 Palmers. We look forward
to three more workshops with Scott in 2023.
Newcomers Luncheon. Thirty-five people,
including 20 newcomers, enjoyed this time
together at the gracious home of Alex and Matt
Doan.

Our lay-led Palmer Small Groups continued to
expand the ministry of our congregation, with
key focuses on building community, deepening
relationships and opening opportunities for
deeper faith exploration. Meeting in 2022 were
our Photography, Friendly Folks and Loss of
Spouse small groups. 

As many as 200 people – parishioners, Texas
Medical Center workers, park visitors and Rice
students – enjoyed our Shrove Tuesday Block
Party with food trucks and a blues band, the
most outwardly focused Shrove Tuesday at
Palmer ever. And on Palm Sunday we
continued our outward ministry, processing
into the Texas Medical center, an activity that
was broadcast on Channel 13 news.

Our Senior Adults Trip to High Island and
Anahuac Nature Preserve brought out 22
participants who experienced a wonderful day
of community, birdwatching, walking, and
breaking bread together. 

SUMMER reFRESH was a series of offerings
over the summer that included food trucks and
fellowship, movies in the parish hall, live music
with Little Terry and the Blues Birds featuring
Tweed Smith, Episcopal Night at the Ballpark,
lunch after church, and live music with Gregory
"Jebada" Powell and Joy of Djembe Drumming.

Submitted by Lam Yu
Good News Council Chair
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WORSHIP 
COUNCIL

In 2022, the Worship Council
continued to adjust services and
protocol as needed for Covid
restrictions.At the start of the year,
the 9:00 AM service continued to be
outside in the courtyard.

In January, we joyfully celebrated
the ordination of the Reverend Ryan
Hawthorne.

Later in the 1st quarter, Covid
restrictions became less restrictive
for those who were fully vaccinated,
and starting in March, all services
were held indoors.In April, the Easter
Vigil was held outdoors in the
courtyard, then on April 24, we
started the new summer schedule
hours early, with three services at
8:00 am and 10:00 AM in the Nave
and 4:00 PM outdoors. In the
summer, the 4:00 PM service moved
to St. Bede’s chapel.

With the change to the schedule,
there was a vast increase of
parishioners attending the 10:00 AM
service and people were
enthusiastic about socializing more
after both worship services on
Sunday mornings. Having a full
church gave the community a sense
of togetherness after the pandemic.

After further review and discussions,
plans are to move to three services
starting on February 26, 2023.Services
will be at 7:30 AM (without music),
9:00 AM (Rite II) and 11:15 AM (Rite I).

Submitted by J. Victor Lamas
Worship Council Chair
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OUTREACH 
COUNCIL

Palmer Outreach experienced a return to more
pre-pandemic levels of activity, and the various
ministries were able to engage in-person on
more projects. The following features some
highlights from 2022.

In-person Serve Sundays resumed, and we
conducted two (on Palm Sunday and September
11). Off-campus projects occurred at EAC, New
Hope Housing, the Garden Project at Hope
Gardens, the Beacon, and a nursing home (for the
Choir Hymn Sing). On-campus projects included
filling 2550 Easter eggs for Yellowstone,
providing 200 snack bags to Ben Taub, and
assembling 65 “welcome back to school” bags
for Archway students, faculty and staff. Our next
event is scheduled for February 19, 2023.

Palmer Place Apartment Ministry reopened
two-bedroom apartments in February,
removed all items from storage, and is hoping
to have the funds in 2023 to replace some
worn furniture.

Palmers Assisting Reentry (PAR) continued
hosting in-house dinners, and even treated the
group to an outdoor restaurant meal, courtesy
of an anonymous donor. 

The Palmer Refugee Resettlement ministry
helped resettle a Guatemalan family with three
children. While we completed our sponsorship
with them at the end of October, we continue to
stay in touch and offer support as appropriate. 

Star of Hope benefited from a Book Drive in the
spring, and a School Supply Drive in the fall. We
had the opportunity to tour the Women & Family
Development Center on Reed Road, and we
continue to look for additional ways to be
involved. 

We held three successful blood drives, and have
scheduled our next one for February 12, 2023.

The Advent season again featured
opportunities for parishioners to share through
Angel Tree and Alternative Gift Market. 

The Medical Center Ministry remains sidelined,
as in-person visitations have not yet resumed. 
Jerusalem Peace Builders held four programs
– three in Texas, one in Connecticut – as well
as alumni reunions (including a big trip to the
Middle East). It is in the process of seeking a
new program director to step into the shoes of
The Rev. Deacon Jack Karn. 

We give thanks for Jack's leadership, and for
all Palmers who participated in the literal
outreach to our city. There are always needs in
our community, and always ways for every
Palmer to get involved in meeting those needs,
from offering “as available” help (like donating
school supplies to Star of Hope), to providing
food for a PAR meal, to leading one of the
Outreach ministries. All are welcome to serve!

Submitted by Marie Wehrung
Outreach Council Chair
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COMMUNICATIONS
COUNCIL

The Communications Council has worked to support
our return to campus in 2022 by supporting Dustin
Jesudason in efforts to increase awareness of Palmer
events among members and the surrounding
community. Our list of initiatives include:

Continued to offer live-stream options for campus activities when possible
Posted regularly updated banners located all around the campus to let community
members know about events
Continued to provide engaging social media posts and buying ads on social media to
promote attendance at services and special events
Created a series of bulletin inserts promoting upcoming events and informational brochures
about programs to drive participation
Media coverage on local news stations for special events
Created a visual identity for our annual Stewardship Campaign supporting our theme of “It is
good that we are here” to give banners brochures and outreach materials a consistent look
Continued to post service videos to YouTube and Facebook
Used social media and video posts to drive traffic to the web site
reated a beautiful staff Christmas Card to go to the Parish

Submitted by Melanie Fahey
Communication Council Chair
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Rectory
In late 2022, the wooden fence on the west and
back sides of the rectory property was
replaced. Small repairs were also made to
correct sagging floor tiles in the kitchen with
the expectation that the repairs are temporary
and will be replaced as part of a future kitchen
renovation project.

Palmer campus interior
Several interior areas were re-painted,
including the Way Station kitchen and upstairs
foyer and hallway adjacent to kitchen and
parish hall. The latter was done by volunteers
in November as one of our Fall Festival of
Service projects. The old lights in the parish
hall were replaced with new recessed can
lights that offer an improved look and lighting
performance, which is especially beneficial for
the artwork exhibits on display in the room.
Renovations were made on the east side of
campus to accommodate the needs of both
Archway Academy and the expansion the
German International School of Houston (GISH),
the dual-language preschool that operates at
Palmer. Additionally, Liz Parker’s former office
was transformed into a nursery in September.
Several plumbing, HVAC, BAS monitoring, and
fire/safety code issues were addressed. 

Palmer campus exterior
External lighting improvements were made in
the parking lot, in front of the nave, on the
monument sign, on the north side of the nave,
and on the north entrance to St. Bede’s. The
leaded glass window on the north wall of the
building which was broken last year was
replaced. Several volunteer service projects
were completed that contributed to the
upkeep of our building exteriors. In June,
volunteer crews power washed and re-oiled
the outdoor wood furniture in the courtyard
and rose garden.

 As part of our Fall Festival of Service in
October and November, volunteers power
washed the steps outside St. Bede’s and
sidewalks around the property perimeter and
laid mulch in the flower beds in front of Autry
House, the playground, and in front of the
nave. Also in November, a GISH-organized
group cleaned the playground equipment.

Contracts
Leases were renewed for the current tenants
(GISH and Archway Academy) who use space
on our campus.

Next steps
In 2023, we plan to establish a recurring annual
event to raise awareness with the parish about
the types of unplanned maintenance that we
encounter on our beautiful and aging campus,
the importance of being financially prepared to
handle those events, and to raise money for
the building and grounds restricted account to
help fund priority unplanned maintenance
needs in the future. We plan to organize
another round of spring and fall volunteer
service projects similar to the 2022 Fall Festival
of Service.Priority building items targeted to be
addressed in 2023 are repairing a recently-
discovered ceiling failure in the nave above the
altar and fixing the root cause (possibly a roof
leak), cleaning the black marks on the ceiling
of the nave, and completing the inspection and
replacement of a compressor on one of the
chillers.

Submitted by David Candler
Building and Grounds Council Chair

BUILDING & 
GROUNDS COUNCIL
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FINANCE COUNCIL

Coming into 2022 the Finance Council was hopeful that the pandemic had turned a corner
and Parish life and finances would return to a more normal pattern.  The 2022 budget
reflected that spending around the campus would increase to match the increased Parish
activity and this did prove to be the case. 2022 pledges did not meet the 2022 budget, falling
5.6% short of the planned goal.

The shortfall in incoming funds was offset by the reduction in headcount expense from Rev.
Liz Parker’s retirement in the mid-year and her not being replaced, and not replacing Tara
McConathy, the Business Manager. The remaining clergy and staff have picked up more
duties to cover the tasks.The Church has benefited from these savings and ended the year
with a loss of $34,093 against a budgeted loss of $98,615.

The chart below shows past financials compared to the 2023 draft budget.

Submitted by 
Pam Harvey, Vestry Liaison
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PASTORAL 
CARE

PALMER
PLACE
APARTMENTS

At Palmer Church, we dedicate ourselves to
being a community for one another and those
beyond our campus. In times of life transition,
illness, or death, we sometimes find we need
support and comfort from our trusted
community, and the pastoral care ministries at
Palmer offer a variety of opportunities for
connection, companioning, and comfort. Some of
the pastoral care ministries here include clergy
visits, Community of Hope (COH), Palmer Place
Apartments for those seeking treatment at the
Teas Medical Center, Eucharistic Visitors (EV's),
Order of St. Luke (OSL), Stephen Ministers,
Loaves & Fishes, Caregivers Zoom, Surviving
Widowhood, Walking the Mourner's Path, and
Funeral Guild.

Submitted by The Reverend Ryan Hawthorne 
Curate

Palmer Place Ministry joyfully celebrate
our reopening last February after having to
close our apartments during the
pandemic. Since then, our new two-
bedroom, two-bath apartments have
served 11 patients and their families.The
Palmer Place team consists of
compassionate and dedicated volunteers
who identify new guests, check them in
and out and help maintain the apartments. 

Our ministry is about more than just
providing patient housing; we are
welcoming spirits who strive to reflect
God’s love to our guests and to be a
reminder that they are not alone on their
medical journey. We visit our patients and
their families so they can see and feel our
care, concern and love for them. We add
them to our parish and Daughters of the
King prayer lists so they are lifted in prayer
every day. And we invite them to worship
with us on Wednesdays (11:00 AM Healing
Eucharist) and on Sundays. 

Palmer Place is one of six Houston
churches comprising the Inspirit Patient
Housing Ministry. Any patient needing
affordable housing can apply for an
apartment at www.inspirithousing.org.

Submitted by Sandra Begalke
Palmer Place Coordinator

http://www.inspirithousing.org/
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PALMER
MUSIC

2022 has been a wonderful year of music-
making for Palmer’s multigenerational
choirs! The children’s and adult choirs
continue to meet on Wednesday evenings
and we encourage all who may have
interest to e-mail our Music Dir. Dr. Brady
Knapp bknapp@palmerchurch.org for more
information on how to get involved. 

During 2022 the music department visited
several assisted living facilities and
prepared “singalongs” (post COVID
restrictions). It was meaningful to be able to
return to that important outreach service
“in person” once again. Sing-alongs are
publicized in “the Palmer” publication and
always open to the whole parish (the more
the merrier!). 

We welcomed Hannah Cen, Palmer’s new
Associate organist, who is a doctoral
student in Ken Cowan’s studio at Rice
University. Hannah has been an
extraordinary addition to the Palmer staff
and comes to us from Foundry United
Methodist in Houston, and she worked at
Grace Episcopal Church in NYC as an
Organ Scholar. 

During July and August “the hills were alive
once more!” as the Palmer Music Dept.
produced “the Sound of Music” with an
extraordinarily talented parishioner cast.
Extra thanks goes to the amazing
“backstage team” who made the show a
success (too many names to list here!). We
give special thanks and congratulations to
Carol Streaitfeild our superb stage director,
Marjorie French choreographer, Kelli Soika
costumer, Johnna Kincaid stage manger,
and Jackie Campbell who painted a
beautiful backdrop. Pam Harvey and
Margie Dieter (and many more!) helped the
cast along the way with a dozen details
backstage. Thank you also to Courtney
Daniell-Knapp, Palmer’s
children’s choirs director, who orchestrated
the production and whose vision and
creativity buoyed everyone involved.
Palmer’s musicians also offered Choral
Evensong services, the annual Advent
Lessons & Carols, and Ken Cowan,
Palmer’s
organist, offered Dupré’s Le Chemin de la
Croix, with narrator Carol Streatfeild during
Holy Week (now a beautiful yearly gift to
the parish, don’t miss it this Spring!). The
Lenten midday organ concerts featuring
Rice university organ students was a
success, and a concert of arias with
Maestro Thomas Jaber, pianist on faculty at
Rice university, with Palmer’s sacred music
student interns made our Spring musical
offerings abundant. Please join the Palmer
musicians for Choral Evensong and the
annual Lenten music series this Spring.

Submitted by Dr. Brady Knapp
Director of Music

mailto:bknapp@palmerchurch.org
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STEWARDSHIP
COUNCIL

As a committee, we believe that each person
at Palmer is called to be a steward, and there
are many ways in which we can respond to
such a call. Showing up for service on Sunday,
serving in Sunday services, participating in
Serve Sunday and other ministry opportunities,
being present with others in your life; it is what
you choose to do with your time, your abilities,
and your finances. 

This year, in addition to turning in annual giving
pledges, we also want to provide opportunities
for Palmers to give of their time and talents. In
October and November, we held a Fall Festival
of Service, with power washing of sidewalks
and portions of the building receiving a
thorough cleaning, spreading mulch, and
painting a portion of the building interior. These
events were well received and in addition to
improving the appearance of our campus, they
helped build our community. This spring we
will host additional work days, including power
washing, window washing, and painting. We
would love to have you help out. If you
currently serve in one of Palmer’s many
ministries, or in a ministry outside of Palmer, we
appreciate your gift of time and talent.

In 2022, Palmer received 227 pledges for a total
of $1,547,162, with a mean pledge of $6,815.69
and a median pledge of $3,600.

Our goal for 2023 Annual Giving was to reach
250 pledges, for a total of $1,800,000. After
discussion with the Finance Committee, we felt
this was a budget that would allow Palmer to
expand our ministry efforts as well as address
maintenance to the physical plant that should
not be deferred. 

As of January 17, 2023, we have received 203
pledges for $1,486,281. As we come to the end
of our Annual Giving Campaign, we still have
several people who are planning to turn in a
pledge, but it seems our goals will be unmet at
this time. It is encouraging to note that we have
received 28 new pledges for this year. The
committee will continue to work through the
year to increase participation by existing
members as well as partner with the Good
News Council and Outreach to grow parish
membership.

Thank you to all our stewardship speakers
from the fall, to all of those serving on the
council, and to you who give your time and
money to support this community that we
love.We are looking forward to a year of
helping you find new ways to be a steward.

Council Members: Joe Adams, Gail Adams, Ken
Alexander, David Candler, Melanie Fahey, Fritz
Glover, The Rev. Ryan Hawthorne, Dustin
Jesudason, David Madrigal, David Palma, and
Larry Wood

Submitted by Bet Hunter and Margie Dieter
Stewardship Co-Chairs
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ENDOWMENT
BOARD

The trustees of the Palmer Endowment
Fund during 2022 were Mike Soika, Chair;
Laura Van Ness, Treasurer; Cindi Tharpe,
Secretary; and Tim Driggers.
 
The Endowment began 2022 with an asset
value of $5,457,510.44. During 2022, $230,000
was distributed from Endowment funds to the
parish. The Endowment received $109,010 in
contributions for the year. As of December 31,
2022, the value of the Endowment assets was
$4,385,724.59, and the Endowment’s
corpus/principal, which will never be violated,
was $3,190,426. Since inception, the
Endowment has provided more than $3
million to the parish, to provide support for the
preservation and upkeep of the Palmer
campus and rectory. The Endowment assets
are professionally managed by Vanguard
Assets Management Services within the
investment policies set by the trustees.
 
The Daphne Palmer Neville Society’s
membership has reached 68. The
membership consists of those individuals
or families who have contributed to the
Endowment or have let the Society know
that they have made arrangements in their
wills or retirement accounts to contribute
to the Endowment.
 
The Endowment held a reception on
November 6, 2022 honoring and
celebrating members of the Society, with a
great-grandson of Daphne Palmer Neville
and his wife attending. 
 
We will continue to look for opportunities
to build the Endowment and the Daphne
Palmer Neville Society. 

Submitted by Mike Soika
Endowment Board Chair
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NECROLOGY
REPORT

Linda Elizabeth Beckett Bracey

Audrey Ann Burgess

Elizabeth Ann Chapin

Elizabeth Lea Deruelle

George Albert Filak

David Lee Harshbarger

George Terry Henry

Donna Joan Waldron

Rest eternal grant
to them, O Lord:
And let light
perpetual shine
upon them. May
they and all the
departed, through
the mercy of God,
rest in peace, and
rise in glory.
Amen.


